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Best High Risk Car Insurance Prices for 2015 Featured at New Insurance
Website

Some of the best high risk car insurance prices are now featured for 2015 at the Quotes Pros
website at http://quotespros.com/auto-insurance.html.

San Diego, CA (PRWEB) January 06, 2015 -- American motorists who are labeled as a risk to an insurance
agency are usually required to obtain a bonded policy for coverage. The Quotes Pros company is now including
what could be the best high risk insurance prices in 2015 from national companies that can be viewed at
http://www.quotespros.com/auto-insurance.html.

The mixture of agencies that are now available to review when using the Quotes Pros web portal should help a
person who needs to obtain an SR22 car insurance quote find state accepted coverage. The real time database
that is now usable without charge has been enhanced with 2015 data for car owners.

"The most risky drivers on the road in the U.S. can be a liability for insurance agencies and our system is
helping to reveal affordable prices for risk level plans," said one Quotes Pros source.

The new price database that has been upgraded at the Quotes Pros website also includes special rates for
general coverage. Unlike the bonded policies available, the general plans include other formats of coverage that
could be appropriate for single or multi-car drivers. Plans for state minimum, full coverage, modified and broad
form are now searchable this year.

"The car owners who will use our database do not have to give out their personal information because we only
need a zip code to match providers to motorists," said the source.

The Quotes Pros company portal was first installed on the web in 2013 and helped drivers to find local insurers
to discover pricing. The system upgrades that have been included since the initial development phase have
resulted in more national companies being searchable. Motorists will now be able to search for life insurance as
well as homeowner insurance at http://quotespros.com/life-insurance.html.

About QuotesPros.com

The QuotesPros.com company is one the largest web portals to locate and review prices from various insurance
agencies nationally. The company provides access to companies that provide multiple forms of coverage in the
U.S. The QuotesPros.com company has centered its website around a new database that is entirely accessible
through a zip code platform that is available for motorists to use daily to find low rates for coverage.
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Contact Information
Randall Watson
QuotesPros.com
http://quotespros.com
+1 (904) 701-4550

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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